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Backgrounder: Guardant360 Response™ Liquid Biopsy Test to Assess Treatment Response

New Guardant360 Response™ blood test offers oncologists an earlier view
of how their patients with advanced cancer are responding to treatment
For oncologists treating patients with advanced cancer, time is of the essence. Knowing early and confidently if a patient’s
treatment is working is critical in considering whether to continue, stop, or explore other options. Currently, oncologists use
radiographic assessment to see if their patient’s tumors are shrinking or growing after treatment.
The cutting-edge Guardant360 Response™ test is the first blood-only liquid biopsy enabling oncologists to view changes in
circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) levels from a simple blood draw to assess early whether a patient is responding to
immunotherapy or targeted treatment. Studies across cancers and therapies show the Guardant360 Response test can
detect changes in ctDNA and predict treatment response 8 weeks earlier than current standard-of-care scans.1-10
Studies using the Guardant360 Response test show molecular response predicts progression-free survival 1-10
•

In multiple studies, molecular responders show significantly longer progression-free survival (PFS) rates compared
to molecular non-responders across therapies and cancer types1-10 (Chart 1)
o If ctDNA levels decrease 50% or more (molecular responders), treatment is likely working
o If ctDNA levels increase (molecular non-responders), treatment is likely not working and the next course
of clinical action may be considered by the oncologist
Chart 1: Significantly longer PFS in molecular responders compared to molecular non-responders across therapy class and cancer types1-10

The Guardant360 Response test predicts treatment response on average 8 weeks earlier than RECIST
•

•

Traditionally, RECIST (Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors) is the standard way for oncologists to
measure patient treatment response and is based on whether tumors change in size. To use RECIST, there
must be at least one tumor that can be measured on X-rays, computerized tomography (CT) scans, or
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) tests
Studies show molecular response as measured by the Guardant360 Response test can assess a patient’s
treatment response 8 weeks earlier than standard-of-care scans assessing tumor response using RECIST
measurements1-10
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By using the Guardant360 Response test together with the Guardant360 CDx test, oncologists now have an
optimized solution from treatment selection to treatment response monitoring
With both commercially available tests, Guardant Health now offers an end-to-end solution that empowers oncologists
with insights to help them make first- and second-line treatment decisions with the FDA-approved Guardant360 CDx test,
and then monitor treatment response with the Guardant360 Response test.
Chart 2: Guardant Health helps oncologists manage patients from treatment selection to treatment monitoring 1-10

Summary of benefits of Guardant360 Response test:
•
•
•
•

Gives oncologists confidence ahead of scans that treatment is working (when ctDNA levels are decreasing)
Allows oncologists to start planning next course of clinical action earlier (when ctDNA levels are increasing)
Can also complement and aid interpretation of radiographic response by combining molecular information
Used with the Guardant360 CDx test, helps manage patients from treatment selection to response monitoring

The Guardant360 portfolio of tests provides a complete genomic view at every step of the treatment journey
Since 2014, our Guardant360 test has been widely adopted for blood-based genomic testing by more than 9,000
oncologists in over 150,000 tests performed to date. For oncologists treating patients with advanced cancer, the
Guardant360 portfolio provides a more complete genomic picture across the treatment journey. The comprehensive set of
cancer tests empowers oncologists to optimize treatment and know confidently what to do next. From fast treatment
selection with the FDA-approved Guardant360 CDx test, to efficient reflex testing with the Guardant360 TissueNext test, to
assessing early treatment response with the Guardant360 Response test, the Guardant360 portfolio helps oncologists
unlock the full potential of precision oncology to ensure no patient is left behind.
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